Data correlation is a well-known problem that causes difficulty in VLSI testing. Based on a correlation metric, an efficient heuristic to select BIST registers has been proposed in the previous work. However, the computation of data correlation itself was a computational intensive process and became a bottleneck in the previous work. This paper presents an efficient technique to compute data correlation using Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). Once a BDD is built, our algorithms take linear time to compute the corresponding data correlation. The experimental results show that this technique is much faster than the previous technique based on simulation. It enables testing approaches based on data correlation to handle more practical designs. As one of the successful applications, partial scan is demonstrated by integrating our computation results.
I. INTRODUCTION
Reconvergent fanout is a fundamental cause of the difficulty in testing for sequential circuits. That is, signal values are correlated to each other due to the existence of reconvergent fanouts. Both partial scan and partial BIST are well researched topics in VLSI testing arena. Sequential loops are understood to be an important factor in selecting flip-flops in partial scan [1] . Paper [2] even gives an algorithm to compute the optimum solutions for breaking loops. Later on, breaking loops method was also adapted to BIST [3] .
Attacking the problem from another angle, Zhang and Harris [4] proposed a metric which is directly based on data correlations of a circuit. Their approach first characterizes the correlations and then breaks correlations by choosing BIST registers in partial BIST. However, an exhaustive simulation based technique was used to calculate data correlations. This limits the previous work £ This work was performed when the first author was at Univ. of Massachusetts at Amherst. [4] to designs with a small number of inputs and flipflops. In order to extend the approach to larger designs, heuristics were used to constrain the transitive fanin cone from growing too large but the accuracy of the results are compromised through such heuristics.
In this paper, we present a new technique for correlation computation based on Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs). It computes data correlations much faster than previous approaches and in an exact way. The new computation technique enables the method of breaking correlation presented in [4] to handle larger design and be more useful in practice. Our technique can finish all testcases in the ISCAS89 suite. Furthermore, experiments are conducted by applying our correlation results to guide the selection of scan registers in partial scan. Application to partial BIST can be also done in a similar fashion as in [4] and is not shown in this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some basic knowledge of data correlation and BDDs. Section III introduces how to compute data correlation based on BDDs. Section IV provides the algorithms to calculate correlation and gives experiment results. Section V concludes the paper and discuss some future work.
II. BACKGROUND

A. Data Correlation
Let us briefly review the definition of data correlation presented in [4] . Given a combinational circuit with 
Data correlation is a binary value relationship between two signals in a circuit. To have an intuitive understanding of data correlation, we can think of it as the "controllability" between a signal and its transitive fanout signal in a combinational circuit. In a sequential circuit, data correlation is computed between flip-flops and primary I/Os which partition the circuit into combinational components. A detailed explanation can be found in [4] .
B. Binary Decision Diagram
To compute data correlation, we need to analyze the logic function of a combinational circuit. A Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) [5] is a directed acyclic graph with two terminal nodes, 1 and 0, representing logical function 1 and 0, respectively. An internal node associated to an input variable has one or more incoming edges and exactly two outgoing edges, . A path from root node to terminal node 1 represents a cube for the logic function that evaluates to 1; that is, BDD is an intelligent way of encoding all the cubes. The graph is levelized and each level is indexed by a support (input) variable. Such graph is reduced, ordered and hence canonical for a given logic function. In this paper, BDD means Reduced Ordered Binary Decision Diagram. Formal treatments on BDD can be found in [5] . Figure 1 shows an example circuit and its BDD structure. 
III. COMPUTATION OF DATA CORRELATION USING BDDS
The key step in calculating data correlation is to find the value of and which defined in Table I . In the context of a BDD representation, for a given input variable, is the number of combinations from the root to terminal 0 via all the f edges of this variable, while is the number of combinations from the root to terminal 0 via all the a edges of this variable. In the sequel, we will show how to calculate and on a BDD structure. Consider an example in Figure 1a with its BDD structure shown in Figure 1b , where input variables, w a, b, c, dx , are shown on the left of the figure. We define each input combination has weight of 1, then the weight of an edge is the number of input combinations that consists of this edge. The weight of an outgoing edge is exactly half of the total weight of the incoming edges. The incoming edge of a root node is equal to 2 to the power of the number of input variables. Starting from the root node to terminal nodes, we can mark all the weight for each edge. For example in Figure 2 , the weight of the incoming edge of node 2 is § y 4
and the weight of each its outgoing edge is 8.
Calculation of data correlation consists of two steps. , the result is the zero probability (ZP) of a root node. By traversing a BDD from bottom up and iteratively applying Equation 2, the zero probability of a root node can be calculated. Note that the zero probability of an internal node is the zero probability of the sub-BDD rooted at this node. After the first step, a BDD is updated with zero probability associated to each node, for the above example, as shown in Figure  2 . The second step is to compute the difference, , for each input variable. Note that all BDD nodes on the same level are indexed by the same input variable. A horizontal cut on a level consists of nodes and bypass edges. For example in Figure 3a , a cut on level 2 consists of two nodes, 4 and 5, and a bypass edge, from 3 to 6. Figure 3b shows the same BDD with a dummy node replacing the bypass edge. Since both of the outgoing edges of the dummy node connect to the same node (node 6 in the example), the dummy node contributes the same value to and . It is easy to show that it is safe to ignore all bypass edges during the computing of ( ). 
Given an input variable
In order to be consistent with the sum ( 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Implementation of algorithms
We use VIS [6] as the front end to read a benchmark in blif format and the CUDD [7] package to build BDDs. In order to minimize the impact of possible BDD blowup, the transitive fanin cone is computed for each primary output or register input so that only a single-root BDD exists in a BDD manager. Furthermore, dynamic reordering with sifting method is turned on if needed.
Algorithm 1 is to calculate the zero probability of a BDD structure corresponding to step 1 in section III. Algorithm 2 is to calculate the data correlation for each input variable with respect to a output, corresponding to step 2. Algorithm 1 is a bottom up process and algorithm 2 is a top down process. The computational complexity of both algorithms are linear in terms of the number of BDD nodes.
B. Experimental Results
Given a sequential circuit, pairs of data correlation between inputs and outputs (or register inputs) are calculated. Table II shows the CPU time of computing such data correlations on the ISCAS89 benchmarks. The overall performance is much faster comparing to the simulation based techniques used in [4] , in which only 
Algorithm 1 Calculate Zero Probability
Read circuit for each primary output or latch input do Compute its support set Build BDD for the sub circuit Classify BDD nodes into levels for each BDD node from level
end if end for end for small number of benchmarks can be finished. Our computation approach can finish all but one testcase, s38417, within 20 seconds on a PIII-850M linux machine with 512MB memory. The computation of s38417 takes much longer but is able to finish in about 5000 seconds. The computation of data correlation for each benchmark is only needed to perform once and the results can be saved for different applications. Table III shows an application of data correlation to partial scan. After computation of data correlation, we select flip-flops by using the same algorithm in [4] to break all matched reconvergent fanouts in an S-graph. Then test patterns are generated using HITEC [8] . Test vectors length and ATPG times are shown as column 4 and column 6 in the table. The number of selected FFs is less than that of breaking loops method [1] and the 
Algorithm 2 Compute Data Correlation
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents an efficient technique to compute data correlations using BDDs. Once a BDD is built, it takes linear time (in terms of BDD size) to compute the corresponding correlations. In order to minimize the impact of BDD blow-up problem, we apply (1) dynamic reordering, (2) single output, during the construction of a BDD. The computation is much faster than those in previous work as shown by the experimental results. Another set of experiments are conducted by applying our computation results to partial scan. It demonstrates a successful application with our computation technique.
However, the proposed technique might still suffer from the memory blow-up problem, which is an inherent drawback of any BDD-based approach. We suggest to use partitioned-ROBDDs [9] to alleviate the problem, in the future work, if a global BDD can not be built.
Besides applications to partial scan or BIST, data correlation based heuristics can be applied to various algorithms on gate-level circuits, such as ATPG and Satisfiability solving. In an ATPG or Satisfiability algorithm, decision heuristics are needed to choose the next branching variable. This variable should hold some properties, for example satisfying the current objective and reducing the chance of conflicting during the subsequent searching. We believe that data correlation carries some useful information on evaluation of such properties. In the future work we will investigate how our technique of computing data correlation can be combined into an ATPG or Satisfiability algorithm.
